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Project ObjectivesProject Objectives
•• To create a consolidated seasonal (3 month) To create a consolidated seasonal (3 month) 

rainfall forecast for the Pacific Islands (in rainfall forecast for the Pacific Islands (in 
particular Hawaii and the USAPI) that will be particular Hawaii and the USAPI) that will be 
used and disseminated by the Pacific ENSO used and disseminated by the Pacific ENSO 
Applications Center (PEAC).  Applications Center (PEAC).  
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Why do we need seasonal rainfall forecasts Why do we need seasonal rainfall forecasts 
in the USAPI?in the USAPI?

•• In the Pacific Islands “Water is Gold”In the Pacific Islands “Water is Gold”
•• PEAC provides seasonal rainfall forecasts to local and PEAC provides seasonal rainfall forecasts to local and 

regional decision makers in climate sensitive sectors such regional decision makers in climate sensitive sectors such 
as agriculture, tourism, utilities, emergency management, as agriculture, tourism, utilities, emergency management, 
and government in the USAPIand government in the USAPI

•• Forecasts are used to plan water resources, anticipate Forecasts are used to plan water resources, anticipate 
tourism, plan crops, prepare for a drought situation etc.tourism, plan crops, prepare for a drought situation etc.
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What is a consolidated forecast and why What is a consolidated forecast and why 
develop one?develop one?

•• Consolidated forecasts are the combination of Consolidated forecasts are the combination of 
several different forecast models.  several different forecast models.  

•• Consolidated forecasts, on average, are more Consolidated forecasts, on average, are more 
accurate than individual forecasts accurate than individual forecasts FraedrichFraedrich and Smith (1989)and Smith (1989)

•• A consolidated forecast format provides an A consolidated forecast format provides an 
objective way to compare and discuss forecasts objective way to compare and discuss forecasts 
(as compared to (as compared to PEAC’sPEAC’s current subjective current subjective 
forecast method)forecast method)
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Current MethodologyCurrent Methodology

• Need an objective and automated method of 
creating a consolidated forecast



DatasetsDatasets (JanJan 19821982--DecDec 2003)2003)
1) NOAA/NCEP CFS Coupled Forecasts
2) NOAA/CPC Statistical Forecasts
3) IPRC Experimental Forecasts

MethodologyMethodology
1) Equal-weighted multi-model ensemble: 

Peng et al. (2002)

2) Multi-model superensemble (MME) based on
multi- variable linear regression: 
Krishnamurti et al. (1999)

Preliminary Results



Equal-weighted MME

Preliminary Results



Forecasts of 1997 Winter Rainfall Anomalies by           
Individual  Models
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Forecasts of 1997 Winter Rainfall Anomalies from 
Equal-Weighted Mean and Weighted Mean

MMEEqual-weighted
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Future Plans

Test the EOF-based Multi-model superensemble (SMME)

Downscale to individual Pacific Islands

Create a tabular format similar to earlier experimental forecast for
discussion in ICU and PEAC Audio Conferences 

Compare this downscaled and consolidated forecast with current
approach used at PEAC and verify both with observations

Distribute this tabular format via PEAC’s quarterly newsletter and 
website

Including more rainfall forecast products (e.g., IRI, NASA)

Year 2



Thank you!Thank you!
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